Religion vs. Spirit: Evolution and essence––Humanity's Kook-Work Orange, and an answer
I wish to bring an idea forward which is quite strange and radical … and also, entirely true. This
may be one of the most important and primary structural defects in the human community, a
defect so obvious and over-arching, it lies hidden in plain sight (pun most assuredly intended).
The very most basic hope and health of our race, the race of man, has been corrupted and turned
into poison, because of this. This, is why we are all obedient, unethical (those two go hand in
hand), ill and nearly demented in our state of intellectual development compared to our own
potential. Please read the following and consider the notion. Just…consider.
I assert: Religion, meaning dominant monotheistic religions as they are currently formulated,
contain within them, an inversion, and demonstrate the very opposite of the essence of spirituality
itself. This reflects a dread turn in human evolution, which is clear and specific in its historical
genesis, resultant pathology, and again––the solution, which is equally plain. I will state, that
there appears to me, to be little or no distinction between "brands"…none really, and although I
was raised as a Jew, as you will see, there is nothing special about that tradition or any other. If
the difficulty is to be repaired, it must first be recognized, understood, and then disbanded…to
uncover the essence which has been obscured. This essence: "Spirit"…can then be properly,
tangibly and correctly defined, and become the province of every healthy mind, rather than
remain hidden in the guilty murk of the occult, and guessed at. This one bit of basic knowledge,
may then, transform our broken ugly world, into the Garden we were promised. I insist: The
Garden…was there all along. (It is guilt itself, which is the first sin). First I will define my
terms, then provide analysis, and a solution. (Those who rant and complain on and on without
offering an answer, are tiresome).
That which is beautiful, fundamental, true and worthy in religious practice, I will call "Spirit." I
place the term in quotes, because we will soon see more deeply into this idea, and may then
discard this blurry term, for a notion most clear and correct, which will better serve the truth.
What is higher in religious tradition, preserves the idea of Spirit: notions like loving connectivity
and empathy between people, and respect of the Earth and its resources. I have read the Koran,
and found in its pages, a right, and also, wrong minded passage, which threatens punishment to
any who overturn even a single palm tree. Right! Anyone who exploits the Earth, is behaving
incorrectly without exception! How deeply all of America and industrial society with its
exploitive monetary system needs this lesson! However, the idea of a raging father who will
punish, blustering about fiery flame and other shouting, sadistic reprisals…like a Christian fire
and brimstone Baptist preacher's threats…these MORAL ideas, inevitably result in a terrible
sickness…a mental illness.
http://www.thejournalofunconsciouspsychology.com/web_documents/who_fired_prometheus_bla
ck_watch.pdf
Modern man is gravely sick with this guilt, and it is this guilt, which is disease. Threat, is
anathema, to spirit. Ethics stand in clear and obvious contrast to morality. I will define Morality,
as behavioral modification internally inculcated by way of threat (super-ego). I will define
Ethics, as a dynamic behavioral template based on identification, on Empathy. Ethics, are often
amoral, and morality, is often unethical. Guilt creates repressions, and, the return of the repressed
causes neurosis: ergo, morality will make you, and keep you…sick. That is its purpose. How
many wars have been fought, fueled with moral maxims about God being on one's side, and
statements like: "A man has to do what a man has to do"? Obedience, and the stupidity it
requires…are moral propositions most free of ethic. Morality, achieves nothing akin to ethical
behavior. It is a means of control, a means of weakening and sickening the subject, so that person

will do what they are told. Ethics, are empathetic, and the genesis of ethical behavior needs little
encouragement, and no ugly rules at all! NONE! If I empathize with you, I will not be a traitor,
and go behind your back to chase money, lie or steal, as all do. It would also, be impossible to
spray poison on this earth, or hurt you by lying to you…I would feel what you feel, and could
never do it! Honesty which does not deny identifications, is ethical. Morality, fosters fearful
obedience. They are dis-related, and often enough, opposed (see above linked paper).
Nietzsche informs us: Although Christianity and the teachings of Christ are based on the "glad
tidings," the immediate forgiveness of all sins without condition, Paul corrupted this, and the idea
of a conditional admittance into heaven by way of strict obedience was put into place, a reversal
of the teachings. Spirit, is in this way, corrupted, and morality is placed upon the mind, to cause
guilt. Morality, is anti-spirit.
The human body is connected by a coherent field, the biophoton field. The kidney does not
exploit the spleen for profit, a functional, coherent and cooperative dynamism is itself…health.
Competition, concealment, domination, greed…these modern hallmarks of humanity, are clear
demonstrations of pathology, of sickness. Each part of the body matures in its proper place and is
separate, yet, all parts of the body, are cooperative and demonstrate quantum coherence…they are
one unit. Unity. A man and woman, are separate, and in the consummation of love, they become
a single system. It is in unity, that the race is created, and continued. This…is health.
Entanglement, unification into a single system, is the basis, the genesis of quantum processes,
and, of space and time themselves.
https://www.quantamagazine.org/20150428-how-quantum-pairs-stitch-space-time/
An orange develops sections, each in a separate place, yet these sections are all a unity, which
forms the orange. The human race, has become a particular sort of "clockwork-orange," a mad
fruit, ripe with self-hatred. Spirit, that which is of essential love and connection, has been made
moral, corrupt and degenerate, and now, the essence of coherence and caring, has been stained
with tar and moral bluster, and the tiny differences due to our human and geographical
particulars, have been exaggerated and used to distinguish what is but a part, of coherence. All
have spirit, and believe in spirit, believe in what is of empathy and connection…or so it seems.
But now, Catholics hate Protestants, Muslims are hated by westerners, and the Jews, are of
course, hated by everyone. Religions, have become labels which distinguish, and so, we may
plainly see, he is different than I…we worship differently! That…is the single most corrupt idea
that has ever emerged. Poison. To exploit and reject the other parts of our coherent system, is
foolish and ill. When we hear of the body turning against its own parts, we speak of an
autoimmune disease. Modern man is an autoimmune disease in the body of the universe. No
animal but man…follows unbalanced leadership. A mad dog does not lead the pack. We,
humans, seem only to follow insane leaders. We WISH to be dominated! Man, has become
masochistic. We follow what are rightly described as KOOKS. Putin…Bush, and all the
rest…kooks! Humanity is a strange and sick fruit…a "kook-work orange."
I will even go so far as to question the idea of worship itself. We are all part of a beautiful
universe…part of a system. Coherence is implied. Not dominance relations…never! Let us stop
falling to our knees in fear, and release our caring and happiness in celebration…and joy! Let us
create…life! It is life which has created us, and we should return unto life, the innocence and joy
which is its substance, value and highest gift, and never, stain the fact of our lives, with
supplications before an angry and sick dominance. Any "God" who shakes an angry fist at you,
is not healthy, or balanced. Avoid "him."

Nationalism is an extension of the same strategy of illness, which will separate and thereby
dominate. There are no nations, only pieces of corporate and historical structure used to control,
so we can be made into work-a-day fodder. There is no America, or Israel, or Russia––only the
one race, the race of man, which is so ill, as to believe in these nonexistent entities, and keep
itself sick. Never support your… "nation." To be a nationalist, a "patriot," is to betray…the race
of man. Loyalty is the highest virtue, it is love, of our race, and, the earth and universe from
which we are derived, and are still a connected part. Loyalty, is love, of earth, sky, love of
simple, open honesty and each other. Never be loyal to a lie…to a nation, or religious group.
Never, betray, your true race. We are all united, or, we are lying, and ill. Patriotism, is to be
reserved for our race, the race of man, and never assigned to a false construct, a line on a map
which some diplomat or king in his potent stupidity, has haphazardly decided to scribble. Never
respect or worship leaders. Never submit to authority of any kind, cooperate as part of a loving
system, and be rewarded instead.
I rightly contend that all nations and peoples, even the Jewish race and people of which I am
supposed to be a part, are false. There is no Jewish race or tradition, nor is there any Muslim, or
Christian race or tradition…none exists…all false. There is one true race and tradition, and it is
not a form of separation and distinguishment, there is one race, one tradition, no more!: The race
of Man, and the tradition of Life.
Please read these two essays:
The Affect Information Model of Physical Consciousness: A = O
http://media.wix.com/ugd/cf8614_723131bdcd794cf087513411e9f738c9.pdf
Human scientificism: Proof and the new paradigm––our faithless faith
http://media.wix.com/ugd/cf8614_9c1e6203ed964857aca06aae4af010de.pdf
Please request essays detailing the function and effects of "temporal mass"…the way mentation
demonstrably, experimentally, affects probability outcomes to create "luck." There is power in
prayer! Our minds, can alter universal entangled relations and dynamics! The essence is real,
clearly observable as quantum physics.
If you read and understood those essays, you are now aware that mentation, thought, affects
physical reality, and, you now know that cooperative effort between people, can increase the
effect, and produce, what has been called luck: the ability to demonstrably alter probability
outcomes…luck! The basis, the right and correct basis, of religion and spiritual practice can now
be understood, and it need not be called "Spirit" any longer. You may if you wish, but it need not
be so. Wavefunction, pilot waves, are of nonlocal reality. My theories state, and my experiments
will soon demonstrate, that affect, unconscious feeling, is as the nonlocal, and that is akin to pilot
wave or wavefunction. Affect, is the guiding principle of mental processes (ask for neuroscience,
please), and physical processes as well….and they interact. Spirit, is feeling itself, and all of the
universe, and our ontological place in it as well, are subsumed under its functioning. All is made
manifest as a function of feeling itself. Affect, feeling, wavefunction…is spirit. We, and all the
universe, are connected…in a true, clear, and demonstrable scientific way. Read the experiments,
please. Love, feeling itself, affect…is spirit…and physics demonstrates the real connection we
all share, and our true community and race are made manifest along with out evolutionary hope,
to know this thing. To change the sick broken world, we need change but little. We need to
simply uncover, the basis of health and connection which although present, has been obscured, by

our tortured history of patriarchy and abuse.
Watch as the effect is created, whereby positive mentation once summed between people, creates
alteration in physical reality: [http://dx.doi.org/10.4006/0836-1398-26.4.553 ]. If we love, and
cooperate in thought, we can change the world. This knowledge is the essence of health and
spirit, which is but feeling, and that, once we act as part of a coherent system, will change
everything, and even make mankind, the tortured race of this universe, into a very lucky ape
indeed!
I propose there is but one true religion: The Quantum Human Paradigm. All the universe may
well be conscious, and without question, all the universe obeys quantum process dynamism.
Obviously, as part of the universe, we do too! To see, and accept that, may be a first step, in
finding what of hope lies hidden, under the sick moral bluster of judgement, which has ruined,
and threatens to consume us all in mistrust and hatred. Look toward the essence, cast out the
traditional hatreds, and discover the simple answer is already at hand, as it always has been. Only
a severe and entrenched illness, only a tradition, could obscure such a thing. I ask you simply to
consider the following impossible idea: Physics has revealed to us a fact: we may step away from
the bluster of illness and mistrust, observe the basis of life and the universe to discover: there is
hope.
You may contact me through the staff contact page at Mind magazine: www.mindmagazine.net
This work is the sole property of the author, Rich Norman © 2015, and is used by this forum with
both permission and gratitude.
	
  

